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QUESTION 1

As an implementation consultant, you are required to create an element for capturing the bonus awarded in the
compensation cycle. Which two statements are correct regarding the input values of the element created? (Choose
two.) 

A. The automatically created Amount input value is identified as the primary input value. 

B. No additional configuration is required to attach this element to the workforce compensation plan component. 

C. You must manually mark the Amount inputvalue as the primary input value in the Special Purpose field. 

D. Element entries are created for all the input values of the element. 

E. It is possible to link the same element but different input values to different components or options within the
samecompensation plan. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens if you include ineligible workers on the worksheet? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. It displays ineligible workers but managers can allocate compensation, promote workers, and rate worker
performance. 

B. It displays ineligible workers but managers cannot allocate compensation, promote workers, or rate worker
performance. 

C. It does not display ineligible workers and managers cannot allocate compensation, promote workers, or rate worker
performance. 

D. It does not display ineligible workers but managers can allocate compensation, promote workers, or rate worker
performance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two are element classification types? (Choose two.) 

A. Primary 

B. Secondary 

C. US-only 

D. International 

E. Global 
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Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the correct statement about changes in an employee\\'s compensation when the employee\\'s FTE value
changes in employment. 

A. If the salary record has the end date before the current date, FTE is fetched as of the salary end date and Annual
Salary and Annual FT Salary are calculated by using that value. 

B. If the salary record end date is 31-DEC-4712 (that is, the date is "blank" in the salary UI), the FTEvalue is fetched as
of the current system date and Annual Salary and Annual FT Salary are calculated by using that value. 

C. If the salary start date is after the current date (that is, it is a future-dated salary record), the FTE value is fetched as
of the salary start date and Annual Salary and Annual FT Salary are calculated by using that value. 

D. If the salary record has the end date after the current date, FTE is fetched as of the salary end date and Annual
Salary and Annual FT Salary are calculatedby using that value. 

E. If the salary record end date is the same as the current date, FTE is fetched as of the salary end date and Annual
Salary and Annual FT Salary are calculated by using that value. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A corporation has implementedOracle Fusion Workforce Compensation for a manufacturing client. As an
implementation consultant, you are required to set up the Deduction elements to capture the employee\\'s personal
contributions. 

Which four can be categorized as Deduction components corresponding to payroll deduction elements? (Choose four.) 

A. Wage basis rules 

B. References for calculation factors 

C. Deduction group 

D. Elements 

E. Input values 

F. Flat amount 

G. Balance feeds 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/fusionapps.1111/e20379/F597776AN358 E7.htm(Payroll Deduction
Components at the Legislative Level: Examples) 
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